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Philips EL-3503, Radiophonic Workshop
by “Reel to reel man”
Not many people would have thought Philips made high end pro recorders
but they did, they were not as popular as the Leevers-Rich and EMI recorders
in England but, in the Radiophonic Workshop, they had these pro Philips
recorders called the EM-3503

!
Above Delia Derbyshire can be seen using three mono machines at the same
time: for those interested to know, behind here is a Leevers-Rich 8 track
which is thought to be one of the earliest examples of a multi-track recorder
in Europe.
Recently I purchased two mono recorders thought to be from the BBC. It
wasn't until I noticed a strange modification did I think there may be a link
between the ones in the photographs and the ones I now own, not very visible

is what's thought to be a magnet to the right hand side of the recorder, this is
not a standard thing, but the BBC never used standard equipment, as you can
see, the unit the recorder is in has been built by the BBC for the BBC. My
recorder has been removed from the consul, I have also made mine into
stereo recorders but easily changeable back to mono machines as seen above,
it would be nice to think these ones below were in fact used to make the
theme tune to programs such as Doctor Who, Stingray and Hitchhikers Guide
to the Galaxy.

!
Errata to the above text, by Ray White:
The Philips EM-3503 was actually marketed as a semi-professional machine,
its mechanics requiring some care to keep it up to standard. The noise levels
of the electronics were also not as good as they could have been.
The component formerly fitted to the right hand side of the deck-plate was an
optical auto-stop device, which prevented the tape reels from spinning when
the tape had come to its end. In the picture of Delia the sensor can be seen in
a lifted position. I believe it was fitted to many machines at the BBC, but was
later removed as it got in the way of editing.
The ‘B’ modification markings show these are certainly BBC machines, but
whether they actually came from the Workshop can't be proven. Those that
did were used on Doctor Who, but Studers were used for Hitchhiker.
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